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A GaAs�1̄1̄1̄� �19��19 reconstruction model that is almost consistent with the electron-counting �EC� rule
was developed. This model differs from earlier hexagonal-ring models by three As atoms surrounding the ring
and an As atom filling its center. First-principles calculations found that the model is more stable than the
earlier non-EC models and is consistent with the hexagonal-ring patterns observed by scanning-tunneling
microscopy. The applicability of the EC rule was thus reconfirmed. The stacking fault energy of the recon-
struction was also calculated and found to be much higher than that of the 2�2 reconstruction. The Ga-rich
conditions that stabilize the �19��19 reconstruction are therefore expected to suppress stacking faults in
GaAs.
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Gallium arsenide and related III-V semiconductors con-
tinue to occupy a prominent position in solid-state physics.
Currently, these materials are studied in various forms such
as quantum dots,1 nanowires,2 and diluted magnetic
semiconductors3 because of broad interest in quantum elec-
tronics and spintronics. Because such studies typically begin
with the growth of films and nanostructures, it is very impor-
tant to understand the structure of GaAs surfaces and its
effect on growth and morphology.

The structure of III-V semiconductor surfaces is mostly
explained in terms of the electron-counting �EC� rule,4,5

which states that a stable structure has precisely enough elec-
trons to fill anionic dangling bonds and leave cationic ones
empty �EC model�. However, the �19��19 reconstruction,6

one of the two major phases of GaAs�1̄1̄1̄�, is known to
violate this rule. Because the surface region of this recon-
struction expends 0.75�19=14.25 electrons to splice itself

onto the bulk at a �111� / �1̄1̄1̄� interface, it always has a
nonintegral number of excess electrons ���. To complete the
physics of III-V surfaces, it is necessary to clarify the struc-
ture of this reconstruction and reconcile it with the rule.

The �19��19 reconstruction is also of interest in con-
nection with stacking faults in GaAs nanowires. III-V semi-
conductor nanowires have the potential to enhance the cur-
rent Si-based microelectronics by their superior transport and
optical properties because they can be grown coherently on a
Si substrate.7–10 The prevalence of stacking faults11 �twin

planes� parallel to the �1̄1̄1̄� growth facet, however, could
impede their applications. Although the stacking faults are
usually discussed in terms of the nanowire’s large lateral
facets,12 the faults are not peculiar to the nanowires but are

common to GaAs and related �1̄1̄1̄� films. Interestingly, the
faults become less prevalent in films grown under the Ga-
rich conditions that stabilize the �19��19
reconstruction.13–15 A similar trend is found for the initial
structures of GaAs nanowires grown by using masks
�selective-area growth�.16 The reconstruction may thus be a
key to controlling stacking faults in GaAs films and nano-
wires.

However, our understanding of the �19��19 reconstruc-
tion is rather unsatisfactory. Among the models of this recon-

struction, three are consistent with the hexagonal-ring pat-
terns observed by scanning-tunneling microscopy �STM�.6
The early model �Fig. 1�a�� by Biegelsen et al.6 ��=3.75�
features six twofold coordinated Ga atoms buttressing a hex-
agonal ring. This structure is unlikely to be stable because it
has too many dangling bonds due to the twofold-coordinated
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Hexagonal-ring models �plan view of
optimized geometries�; Ga and As denoted by green �light� and blue
�dark� circles, respectively; upper atoms appear bigger.
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atoms. Later models by Haugk et al.17 ��=−2.25� and Farrell
et al.18 ��=0.75� resolve this by connecting the rings through
a network of bonds �Figs. 1�b�–1�d�� but these models con-
tradict the random distribution of rings observed during the
2�2-to-�19��19 transition.19 Moreover, the stability of
these models has not been verified from first principles; in
fact, they turned out to be unstable in this investigation. A
new model is therefore needed.

In this Brief Report, a �19��19 reconstruction model
�Fig. 1�f�� with a nearly zero electron count is developed.
First-principles calculations find this model to be more stable
than earlier non-EC models, confirming the applicability of
the EC rule. This greatly simplifies the physics of III-V sur-
faces. Then, a simulated STM image shows the model to be
consistent with the observed hexagonal-ring patterns. Finally,
we briefly discuss how the reconstruction may suppress
stacking faults in GaAs.

The Biegelsen model �Fig. 1�a�� provides a good starting
point because it is the simplest model of the hexagonal ring.
The ring can be fortified by surrounding it with three As
atoms, each bridging two buttressing Ga atoms and thus
making them threefold coordinated �unfilled model, Fig.
1�e��. This modification also reduces � from 3.75 to 0.75.
The same could be accomplished by using Ga bridges but the
sp2 rehybridization of the bridging Ga atom would conflict
with that of its neighboring Ga atoms. Moreover, the bridg-
ing As atom is bonded to an As atom below, consistent with
the presence of As-As bonds suggested by photoemission
spectroscopy.20,21

The electron count can be reduced further by placing an
As atom at the center of the ring �filled model, Fig. 1�f��. The
new As atom, the As atom below it, and partially occupied
Ga dangling bonds provide 5, 2, and 0.75 electrons, respec-
tively, while eight electrons are required by the four bonds
created by the filling. The electron count is thus reduced to
−0.25. Further, an EC model with 2�19�2�19 periodicity
can be constructed by combining an unfilled ring and three
filled rings: the 0.75 excess electron of the former compen-
sates for the deficiency of 0.25�3=0.75 electron of the lat-
ter. This model represents a disordered �19��19 surface
where one quarter of the filling As atoms are missing �miss-
ing model�.

To determine the relative stability of the models, I have
calculated optimized geometries and total energies within the
generalized gradient approximation22 of density-functional
theory23,24 �DFT� using a first-principles molecular-dynamics
code called STATE.25–27 Norm-conserving pseudopotentials28

and a plane-wave cut-off energy of 16 Ry were used. The
surface was represented by an eight-layer periodic slab
model. The back of the slab was terminated in pseudohydro-
gens �fictitious element 1.25�, thus preventing unphysical
electron transfer between sides.29 The pseudohydrogen ter-
minators as well as the bottom bilayer were frozen during
geometrical optimization. The unit cells �k-point meshes�
were 2�2 �4�4�, �19��19 �2�2�, and 2�19�2�19
�1�1�. For comparison, 2�2 Ga-adatom, As-vacancy, and
As-trimer models30 were also calculated. The above condi-
tions yielded well-converged energy differences
��3 meV /1�1�. Moreover, the lattice constant and cohe-
sive energy of GaAs �0.5653 nm �Ref. 31� and 3.34 eV/atom

�Ref. 32�� were well reproduced �0.5654 nm and 3.32 eV/
atom�.

The stability of a surface structure depends on chemical
potentials �Ga and �As, and the structure with the lowest
formation energy33,34

� = E − nGa�Ga − nAs�As �1�

=E − nGa�GaAs + �nGa − nAs��As �2�

is realized, where E and nGa �nAs� are the total energy of the
slab model and the number of Ga �As� atoms, respectively;
we used the equilibrium condition �GaAs=�Ga+�As, where
�GaAs is the energy of GaAs. Because the chemical potentials
cannot exceed their bulk levels, �As−�As,bulk is restricted to
the range −�Hf to 0, where �Hf =0.74 eV is the formation
enthalpy of GaAs.35,36

The calculated formation energies are plotted as a func-
tion of the As chemical potential in Fig. 2. The 2�2 As-
trimer model is the most stable one under As-rich conditions,
and the energy difference between the As-vacancy and Ga-
adatom models �3 meV /Å2� is close to an earlier DFT result
�2 meV /Å2�.30,37 Within the allowed range of chemical po-
tentials, the earlier models �Biegelsen, Haugk, Farrell Ga
rich and As rich� are higher in energy than the Ga-adatom
model and are thus unlikely candidates. In contrast, the un-
filled model is much lower in energy than the earlier models
and the filled model even lower. The filled model is more
stable than the Ga-adatom model in the relevant range and is
also more stable than the 2�2 As-trimer model under Ga-
rich conditions, consistent with the 2�2-to-�19��19
transition.6

The filled model ��=−0.25� is also lower in energy than
the missing model ��=0�. The electron count of the filled
model is practically zero given the large cell, and the addi-
tional transfer of a mere 0.75 electron per 2�19�2�19 cell
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FIG. 2. Formation energy � of GaAs�1̄1̄1̄� reconstructions
�relative to that of the Ga adatom model� versus As chemical po-
tential �relative to bulk�, �As−�As,bulk; range bounded by Ga- and
As-rich limits.
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is apparently insufficient to make a dominant contribution.
The �19��19 surface is therefore likely to be a surface
without an energy gap, consistent with the small range of
STM bias voltages where tunneling becomes unstable.6 The
EC rule is thus contradicted but not significantly. To recover
the applicability of the EC rule, it suffices to regard models
with a nearly zero electron count per area as EC models.

Optimized geometries of hexagonal-ring models are
shown in Fig. 1 �see Ref. 38 for coordinates�. Owing to p3

rehybridization, capping As atoms buckle toward vacuum,
causing the hexagonal ring to shrink �see also Fig. 3�a��. As
a result, the diameters of the ring in the Biegelsen, unfilled,
and filled models �0.812 nm, 0.826 nm, and 0.812 nm, re-
spectively� were much smaller than that �0.923 nm� expected
from the lattice constant. In the Haugk and Farrell Ga-rich
and As-rich models, in contrast, larger diameters �0.856 nm
on average, 0.869 nm, and 0.887 nm, respectively� were
found because the connection between rings prevented them
from shrinking. Connected models are thus at a disadvantage
in terms of relaxation.

A simulated occupied-state STM image of the filled
model is shown in Fig. 3�b�. The brightest spots are located
at capping As atoms and form hexagonal-ring patterns. The
As atoms surrounding the ring give rise to much weaker
spots, lying 0.12 nm below the capping ones. Moreover, the
ring appears hollow because the filling As atom at the center
is fourfold coordinated �Fig. 3�a�� and has no dangling
bonds. The filled model is thus consistent with the hollow
hexagonal-ring patterns observed by STM.6

We now discuss the relationship between reconstructions
and stacking faults. Suppose that a stacking fault is intro-
duced when a new layer forms in the faulted state on the

�1̄1̄1̄� growth surface and becomes buried as GaAs grows
layer by layer. Because a layer needs to be stabilized by
reconstruction, the probability of having a faulted layer is
linked to that of a reconstruction phase forming on that layer.
Now, an �m�n� surface phase occurs with a probability pro-
portional to exp�−�m�n�� /kBT�, where � is the formation
energy per 1�1, kB the Boltzmann constant, T
temperature.33 The probability of having a faulted layer is
therefore exp�−ESF /kBT�, where ESF is the energy difference
per reconstruction cell between models with and without a
stacking fault immediately below the surface �Fig. 4�. The

calculated values of ESF are 0.107 eV and 0.304 eV for the
2�2 As-trimer and �19��19 filled-ring models, respec-
tively. At relevant temperatures �500–800 °C�, the probabil-
ity will be much higher for 2�2 �20–30 %� than �19
��19 �1–4 %�. This is qualitatively consistent with the ex-
perimentally observed trends.13–16 Although this simple argu-
ment neglects detailed growth processes and the distinction
between nanowires and films, it illustrates how the recon-
struction may suppress stacking faults in GaAs.

It is interesting to reflect on the result that the stacking
fault energy per area was actually smaller with the filled
hexagonal-ring model. The surface As layer below the filled
rings is more ionic than that below the As trimers because a
smaller proportion of As atoms have a homopolar bond to an
As atom above �4/19 vs 3/4�. More ionicity makes stacking
faults less unfavorable because of the electrostatic interaction
between the anions of the faulted layer and the cations below
�Fig. 4�b��. Yet, the �19��19 reconstruction showed a
higher ESF because of its large reconstruction cell. To gener-
alize, growth conditions that stabilize larger reconstructions
are more likely to suppress stacking faults.

In summary, a GaAs�1̄1̄1̄� �19��19 hexagonal-ring re-
construction model has been developed so that it may be
consistent with the EC rule. This model was obtained by
surrounding the ring by three As atoms and filling its center
with an As atom. DFT calculations showed that this filled
model is more stable than 2�2 models under Ga-rich con-
ditions, as is consistent with the 2�2-to-�19��19 transi-
tion. Earlier non-EC models �Biegelsen, Haugk, and Farrell�,
on the other hand, were found to be inconsistent with the
transition. The filled model has a nearly zero electron count
per 1�1, so the applicability of the EC rule can be recov-
ered by considering such models as EC models. A simulated
STM image showed that the model is consistent with the
hollow hexagonal-ring patterns observed by STM. DFT cal-
culations also found that the stacking fault energy of the
�19��19 filled-ring model is higher than that of the 2�2
As-trimer model. The Ga-rich conditions that stabilize the
�19��19 reconstruction are therefore expected to suppress
stacking faults in GaAs.

The author thanks K. Hiruma and H. Yoshida for sharing
their insights about nanowire growth experiments. Some of
the DFT calculations were run on the computers of the In-
formation Technology Center, the University of Tokyo. This
work was in part supported by JSPS under Grant No.
21860001.

(a) (b)

FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� Perspective view of filled ring. �b�
Simulated occupied-state STM image of filled model obtained by
integrating local density of states from valence band maximum to
1.8 eV below �cross section 0.11 nm above capping As atoms�.

(a) (b)

Ga
As
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FIG. 4. �Color online� �a� Unfaulted and �b� faulted configura-
tions of filled model �side view�; double arrow denotes anion-cation
interaction.
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